BIG

Making
prints in small rooms.
(“Making it big” in small rooms with Durst equipment.)

DURST-PRO-USA, Inc.
1600 NE 25TH Avenue, Hillsboro, OREGON 97124 503 846 1492
www.durst-pro-usa.com.

DISCLAIMER:
All measurements are approximate.
All measurements can be modified and adjusted to fit each users requirements.
Scales are approximate and subject to printer interpretations.
All recomendations are made to our best knowledge.

PRINTING MAXIMUM 30X40” (76X101CM) PRINTS
from 8x10” using a 300mm enlarging lens and a standard vacuum baseboard mounted on the wall.
This setup will require one section of track. Each section is 200cm (78.74”) long.
Minimum space requirement according to table on page 2 will be a room 9’6” long by 5’11” wide.(290cm
by 180cm)
Length would be 104” + 5” in both ends, equal to 114”. (9’6” = 290cm) .
A minimum clearance on both sides of the machine would be 19” on the left side of the machine and 22”
on the right side – if the keyboard is placed on the right side – which is standard making - the total width
of the room 30”+19+22 = 71” ( 5’11” = 180cm). This room size will certainly make it possible to
produce 30x40” prints although an ideal MINIMUM size of the room would be 120” long by 98” wide
(304cm x 249cm).
An even larger room would allow for cabinets or tables.

Scale 1:25
Minimum room size 9’6” long
by 5’11” wide.
Minimum room size 290cm
long by 180cm wide

Scale 1:25
Ideal minimum room size 10’
long by 8’2” wide.
Ideal Minimum room size
304cm long by 249cm wide

PRINTING MAXIMUM 50x60”(127X152CM) PRINTS
from 8x10” using a 300mm enlarging lens and a standard vacuum baseboard mounted on the wall.
This setup will require two sections of track. Each section is 200cm (78.74”) long.
Minimum space requirement according to table on page 2 will be a room 12’1” long by 5’11” wide.
(368cm by 180cm)
Length would be 135” + 5” in both ends equal to 145”. (12’1” = 368cm) .
A minimum clearance on both sides of the machine would be 19” on the left side of the machine and 22”
on the right side – if the keyboard is placed on the right side – which is standard making - the total width
of the room 30”+19+22 = 71” ( 5’11” = 180cm).

Scale 1:25
Minimum room size 12’1” long by 5’11” wide.
Minimum room size 368cm long by 180cm wide

This room size will certainly make it possible to produce 50x60” prints although an ideal MINIMUM
size of the room would be 157” long by 98” wide (400cm x 249cm).
An even larger room would allow for cabinets or tables.

Scale 1:25
Ideal minimum room size 13’1” long by 8’2” wide.
Ideal Minimum room size 400cm long by 249cm wide

PRINTING MAXIMUM 80x100” (200X254CM) PRINTS

from

8x10” using a 300mm enlarging.
This setup will require three
sections of track. Each section
is 200cm (78.74”) long. In the
minimum space we have hade
to shorten one length of track
to approx. half size to make
room for the vacuum wall.
Minimum space requirement
will be a room 18’11” long by
10’ wide. (574cm by 305cm)
The reason we here operate
with a different set of requirements is the fact that we now
utilize a REFREMA vacuum
wall. This wall require space
behind it and takes up approx.
3 feet in thickness.
This room size will certainly
make it possible to produce
80x100” prints although an
ideal MINIMUM size of the
room would be 22’2” long by
11’8” wide (675 x 355cm).

Scale 1:25

Ideal MINIMUM size of the
room would be 22’2” long
by 11’8” wide (675 x
355cm).
It would allow full use of all
three sections of track.

Scale 1:29
due to the size of the page.

